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Origins & Eco-Credentials
Bamboo is a grass which grows quickly and requires no fertilisers or 
pesticides to thrive. The cut and come again nature of the bamboo plant 
makes this a highly sustainable source of material for the manufacure of 
bamboo ply boards and veneers.

All our bamboo plyboards and veneers are made from Moso bamboo [Phyllostachys 
edulis & Phyllostachys pubscens) grown and harvested from Anji County in China. 
This area is well known for its vast bamboo forests. 

The forests are carefully managed by local farmers and all bamboo is harvested by 
hand after around 3-5 years. These farmers know how to select the bamboo stems at 
the correct maturity for processing into boards. 

With its fast production cycle, bamboo offers a vital alternative to the use of 
rainforest hardwoods and other timber sourced from the World’s precious 
woodlands.

Production and Processing
After harvest, thve Moso bamboo poles 
are cut into long strips and the outer skin 
removed. They can then be processed into 
boards.

The various colours of boards are created 
through the following natural processes:

Natural = air drying
Caramel = steaming
Tiger (darker strands only) = dry heating

Board Construction
There are 3 main types of bamboo board 
construction as shown in the diagram opposite.

The bamboo strips are held together with resin. 
No other materials, fillers or additives are used.

Above: Bamboo shoots emerging from the ground.

Eco-Friendly & 
Sustainable. Design - Friendly.

Durable, Impact 
resistant.

Below: Board Construction Process

BAMBOO BOARDS & VENEERS
Information and Specification Sheet
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BAMBOO PLY-BOARD PANEL HIGH DENSITY 20MM

• Multi-ply board 3-Ply construction
• Tiger - a mix of natural and caramel strands.
• Recommended for furniture manufacturing including kitchens.

BAMBOO BOARDS & VENEERS
Full Product Range - Plain Pressed
Our standard stock range of Plain Pressed bamboo boards are shown 
below. These are available in caramel and natural shades. The 19mm is 
currently the only multi-ply plain pressed board we import available in A2 
and A4 sheets. 

However, we continue to expand our offering as the demand for certain 
thicknesses increases. If you require a particular thickness not shown please 
contact us.

See pages 4 and 5 for installation, handling, specifications and finishing.

BAMBOO VENEER PANEL PLAIN PRESSED 3mm

• Single-Ply
• Natural and Caramel
• Recommended for crafts, laser cutting, covering cabinets and 

other substructures.

BAMBOO VENEER PANEL PLAIN PRESSED 5mm

• Single-Ply
• Natural & Caramel
• Recommended for crafts, laser cutting, covering cabinets and 

other substructures.

BAMBOO VENEER PANEL PLAIN PRESSED 19mm

• Multi-ply board 3-Ply constrution:
• Natural & Caramel
• Recommended for cabinet making, general carpentry, shelves, 

campervan worktops and cupboards.

High Density
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BAMBOO BOARDS & VENEERS
Full Product Range - Side Pressed

BAMBOO VENEER PANEL SIDE PRESSED 5mm

• Single-Ply
• Natural & Caramel
• Recommended for cabinet making, crafts, wall covering.

BAMBOO PLY-BOARD PANEL SIDE PRESSED 7mm

• Multi-ply board with 3-Ply construction
• Natural & Caramel
• Recommended for upcycling and making furniture.

BAMBOO PLY-BOARD PANEL SIDE PRESSED 12mm

• Multi-ply board 3-Ply construction
• Natural & Caramel
• Recommended for furniture manufacturing and shop-fitting.

BAMBOO PLY-BOARD PANEL SIDE PRESSED 19mm

• Multi-ply board 3-Ply construction
• Natural & Caramel
• Recommended for furniture manufacturing and kitchen fit-outs.

BAMBOO PLY-BOARD PANEL SIDE PRESSED 40mm 

• Multi-ply board 5-Ply construction
• Natural & Caramel
• Recommended for kitchen counters, bar tops and tabletops.

Our standard stock range of Side Pressed bamboo boards are shown 
below. These are available in caramel and natural shades. Colours may vary 
from batch to batch and we cannot guarantee supply from a single batch. 

Please contat us if you require large quantities and we can discuss a special 
order to accommodate batch variation and consider other elements of the 
supply of the material for your project.

See pages 4 and 5 for installation, handling, specifications and finishing.

Shown Right: Side Pressed 5-ply boards.

Near right: Natural board shows the top and bottom 
surface with small slats laid on their side; Far right: 
Caramel board reveals the other side view as the 
board is turned 90°.
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Board
thickness

Board composition Applications [suggested uses based on customer feedback]

3mm Single ply, plain-pressed veneer Laser cutting, engraving, arts & crafts; interior surface fascia 
e.g. kitchen cabinet door fronts.

5mm Single ply, plain-presed & side-
pressed & veneer

Laser cutting, engraving, arts & crafts; interior surface fascia 
e.g. kitchen cabinet door fronts.

7mm 3-ply side-pressed veneer/board Wall cladding; retail display & signage; art & design.

12mm 3-ply side-pressed board Shelving, furniture; retail display & signage; product design; 
campervan worktop and cabinets.

19mm/20mm 3-ply side-pressed/ 3-ply High 
Density ‘Tiger’ only

Worktops, shelving, furniture; retail display & signage; 
product design suitable for CNC machining

40mm 5-ply side-pressed board Kitchen worktops, furniture, shelves; chopping boards & 
blocks; product design.

Installation
Veneers
The 5mm board is classed as a veneer and as such must be attached to a backing board or other sturdy and flat substrate. 
Failure to secure properly may lead to bowing, splitting, and cracking. 5mm is not a weight bearing board. The 7mm is a 
3-ply, but may need support over a long span.

Boards & Veneers
should be cut with a fine tooth wood blade to limit burring and splintering. They can be cut drilled, screwed, sanded and 
routed in much the same way as timber and wooden composite boards. All the boards can be laser engraved - thinner 
boards can be laser cut, but check your particular machine.

BAMBOO BOARDS & VENEERS
Usage, Installion & Treatment

Finish
We recommend a clear varnish or wood oil in your choice of finish. You may need to apply a few coats and a light sand 
inbetween for the best result. The boards can also be stained with water or oil-based colours. Apply generously and then 
lay-off with a brush or rag. A top sealant may be required in the case of some water-based pigments.

Aftercare
Wipe down with a damp cloth. A bleach-free, mild detergent can be used. Where the boards have been oiled, re-apply 
the oil every few months to protect from damage such as water staining. 

In the table below are some examples of how our boards and veneers 
have been used by existing customers. These are just some of the design 
possibilities.
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Board & Veneer Specifications 
Single Laminated Strips (side pressed thickess 5mm and below)

Cross Laminated strips (side pressed thickness above 5mm)

All supplied boards are bare, untreated and unvarnished. They will need 
sealing to protect them. 

• Density : +/- 700 kg/m3

• Top layer thickness / Wear layer: 3,5-5 mm 1)

• Shrink/Swell bamboo: 0.14% per 1% change in Moisture Content

• Equilibrium MC: 10% at 20°C and 65% rel. Air Humidity 8% at 20°C and 

50% rel. Air Humidity

• Resistance to Indentation – Brinell Hardness: ³ 4 kg/mm2

• Reaction to fire: Class D-s1-d (EN 13501-1)

• Formaldehyde emission: Class E1 (< 0.124 mg/m3, EN 717-1) / Class E0 (< 

0.025 mg/m3) 3)

• Modulus of Elasticity: 4530 N/mm2 (40mm) 4) (mean value – EN 789)

• Glue: D3 water resistant

• CO2 neutral: LCA report TU Delft (ISO 14040/44)   

FAQs
CAN I USE THEM TO MAKE SHELVES?

Yes, but think about the items you want to put on your shelf. Books are heavy and can easily cause thinner boards to sink 
or ‘bow’, so we recommend using 19/20mm upwards. For light usage, such as ornament shelves, make-up or toiletries 
you may be able to use 7mm or better still a use 12mm thick board. The length of your shelf will also influence the choice 
of thickness of board. In certain situations you can install an middle bracket to provide extra strength and lessen the likeli-
hood of severe bowing.

WHICH BAMBOO PLYBOARD SHOULD I USE TO MAKE A DESK OR DINING TABLE?

We recommend a 20mm or 40mm board. These are multi-ply boards, so if you have a heavy monitor in your home office 
for example you may need extra bracing underneath.

CAN I USE THESE BOARDS AS A KITCHEN WORKTOP?

Yes, the 20mm and 40mm can be used as worktops. The Tiger High Density board is particularly impact resistant for those 
who would like to use bamboo and need a hard working surface. But for most, the Caramel and Natural will serve the 
purpose just fine. Be sure to seal the worktops with several coats of Osmo Oil or other worktop oil or varnish.

Laser engravable. CNC compatible.
Suitable for Painting, 
Staining and Varnishing.

BAMBOO BOARDS & VENEERS
Specifications, Storage & FAQS

Storage Guidance for Boards Prior to Use
All our boards and veneers must bestored correctly in order to prevent 
bowing and warping. The material responds to atmospheric changes. 
Therefore please store flat in dry, warm conditions away from direct sunlight. 

The colour of the boards can also vary slightly from batch to batch.

STANDARD BOARD SIZE
= 2.44m x 1.22m (8ftx 4ft)

Boards imported are slightly 
oversize to allow for squaring-off.
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CAN I USE THESE BOARDS AS A SPLASH BACK IN A KITCHEN OR BATHROOM?

Yes, in certain areas and with the proper treatment. We would NOT recommend the use of the boards in a wet room or 
for the walls directly facing into a bath or shower cubicle. Also, this applied in the kitchen behind the taps or cooker/hob. 
If you really would like the look of bamboo in these areas you might be able to cover say a 5mm or 7mm veneer with a 
sheet of tempered glass or heavy duty Perspex. But bear in mind, water or oil may get behind this after a time.

CAN THE BOARD BE USED AS FLOORING?

We would not recommend the boards for making a floor, floor boards or floor covering. Apart from the Tiger Board, the 
Caramel and Natural Side-pressed boards are not designed to be walked on. If used, this may result in indentations and 
other damage to the surface, which cannot be reversed.

CAN I USE THE 5MM BOARD ON ITS OWN?

We don’t advise the use of the 5mm boards without any extra support. They are classed as a veneer and as such are usu-
ally pinned, screwed or glued to a solid sub-structure. The 5mm veneers can be used for various art and craft projects, 
but the bigger the finished item the more prone it may be to splitting.

CAN I LASER CUT ANY OF THE BOARDS?

Yes, the 5mm is suitable for most laser cutters, but check the strength of your particular cutter by using a piece from your 
sample pack. All thicknesses of boards can be laser engraved or you can hand engrave using a Pyrography pen. Please 
wear a suitable face mask and safety goggles whilst engraving or cutting.

BAMBOO BOARDS & VENEERS
FAQS & Further Services

We have recently invested in a flat bed cutting 
machine. This allows us to cut the bamboo boards 
with relative ease and accuracy. This gives you the 
best value for money per board and saves you 
time on your installation.

Please contact us with your measurements 
and your preferred board or veneer and we 
will provide a quote and advice on the cutting 
options.

Please note: The grain of each board runs 
horizontally on the longest length i.e. across the 
2.4 metre length of a full board.

We all want to play our part in reusing and upcycling 
materials. That is why we are offering businesses an end-of-
life recycling scheme for unwanted bamboo boards from 
retail point-of-sale and other display architecture.

If you would like to take part in the responsible waste 
disposal of your used bamboo boards, then please email 
attaching a few photos of the items you would like to have 
collected or why not just give us a call!

BAMBOO BOARDS - BUSINESS
RECYCLING SCHEME 

BOARD CUTTING SERVICE


